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ABSTRACT

The goal of instruction is to facilitate as wide as possible for the students in order that they can develop their potential, able to reach qualification and to take charge the competency. Therefore, education must be sited into 4 (four) posts, they are: Learning to know. Learning to do. Learning to live together, and Learning to be. This research is to examine carefully about the instructional implementation of Baitul Arqam Model in HNS-UMS Boarding School, This is about the perception of lecturer of Islamic Study and students through Baitul Arqam Islamic Study Instructional Model, the obstacles and supporting factors in Baitul Arqam Instructional Model. The kind of research used by the writer is field research with qualitative method.

From the result of this research, it can be drawn conclusion that the andragogic instruction is adult learning which is suitable for the students. The reason of active learning in Baitul Arqam Model practiced is that the science or knowledge developed so fast. In order understanding teaching needs some examples, the discovery of knowledge is not absurd, the development of concept is walk along the attitude or perception development and also the value of the students itself. The facilitators in instructional process have applied and mastered the active learning strategy. In applying the active learning, facilitators can gratified and freshen the students in learning activity. The Baitul Arqam Instruction can develop and integrate among the ratio (cognitive), feeling (affective), and practice (psychomotor).
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